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Changes in the Staff of the College of Law.—Since the publication of the last Quarterly Dean Joseph Warren Madden has resigned to accept a position as professor of law in the University of Pittsburgh. Dean Madden came here from Ohio State University in 1921 and has been here ever since. It was under his jurisdiction that the law building was completed. During his residence in Morgantown the attendance in the College of Law increased from eighty-two to one hundred fifty-five.

Few deans in the College of Law achieved greater popularity than Mr. Madden and his departure was regarded by all the friends of the College of Law and also by the West Virginia Bar Association with great regret. He won himself an enviable place on the faculty and as a member of the bar of the state. Dean Madden was intensely interested in research problems and was engaged in writing a casebook. The comparatively heavy teaching load necessitated at West Virginia by its smaller faculty did not give him the same opportunities along these lines which the University of Pittsburgh was able to offer, and for that rea-